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Mobile feeding units for airlines
With duration from 120 min to 15 hours approximately. Available 
with one or two 50 l cylinders 300 bar or 2 or 4 steel cylinders 6 l 300 
bar. They can feed one or two men via hose cuts of 10, 20, 30 or 50 m.

In the BUSS version it is possible to connect the trolley to an airline
so that it can act as a back-up. Should the air from the main supply
be interrupted, the trolley automatically switches to the cylinder 
pack, thus ensuring continuity of operation. 

All mobile units can be used with simple kits RL, full face mask - 
demand valve - waist belt or connected to any Spasciani breathing 
apparatus equipped with 4Way valve.

Mobile feeding units RC

1513300CJ RC 2603 Twin Cylinder trolley 2x6l 300 bar, duration 2 hours approx.

1514100CJ RC 4603 Single Cylinder Trolley 4x 6l 300 bar cylinders, dur. 4 hours approx.

1513700EC RC 15002 Single Cylinder Trolley EN 144 w/o cylinder

1513800CJ RC 25002 Twin Cylinder Trolley EN 144 w/o cylinders

932620000 RB Pressure reducer  

Mobile feeding units for RL

1513600CJ Cylinder and filter unit - 2x6l 300 bar (BUSS)

1513900CJ Cylinder and filter unit - 4x6 l 300 bar (BUSS)

1513500EC Filter unit - 2x50 l 200 bar (BUSS) EN144*

4049900KT BVF/A BU 1303 breathing apparatus

Cascade system

*w/o cylinders

Kit RL for one operator

4058000KT Kit TR 2002 A, demand valve, waist belt

4058200KT Kit TR 2002 BN, demand valve, waist belt

Accessories

1393000CJ 10 m 8 x 17 hose cut with connectors

1393100CJ 20 m 8 x17 hose cut with connectors

1393300CJ 30 m 8 x 17 hose cut with connectors

1393200CJ 50 m 8 x 17 hose cut with connectors

148130000 Holding belt

1588500CJ Demand valve A

11300000 Mask TR 2002 A BUSS 4603

RC 25002

RC 2603
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RC 2603 RC 25002

The mobile feeding unit RC 2603 is fitted with two cylinders 6 l 300 
bar which ensure an autonomy of approx. 120 min to one user.
The trolley is fitted with release and check valves which permit the 
replacement of cylinder in use to extend autonomy.
The reducer group is simple to operate and allows monitoring both 
the high and intermediate pressure. A whistle activates when the air 
reserve is going to finish.

The mobile feeding unit RC 25002 can hold two cylinders 50 l 200
or 300 bar which ensure with the latter an autonomy of approx. 120 
min to one user.
This unit is designed to get maximum autonomy while keeping the 
system movable and handy. It can be displaced by one man only.
The toolbox can hold all the accessories that make up the airline.

External alarm whistle

External alarm whistle

MP gauge

HP gauge

Backup line connection

Hose reel 50 m

RL accessories box

Release valve
to replace cylinder

Backup line connection

Hose reel 50 m

MP gauge

HP Gauge

Release valve
to replace cylinder
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BUSS 4603

The mobile unit BUSS 4603 is a backup system for airlines.
It can be used independently with the same performances
of a feeding unit or it can be connected to an airline through a filter 
group. In this configuration, should the air from the main supply be 
interrupted, the trolley automatically switches to the cylinder pack, 
thus ensuring continuity of operation. When the main air source
is restored it switches back to normal operation.
It is also possible to replace bottles during use to extend duration.

Pressure reducer

Switch system

Release valve
to replace cylinder

Hose reel 50 m

Filter group
to connect to air line

Second line connection
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